
Hello and welcome! Today’s bonus content is the audio of our #Ask The Once And Future Nerd
livestream that we did a couple weeks ago on YouTube. The video is still up if you want to watch
it, but the audio you’re about to hear has been cleaned up and lightly edited. It was a fun
conversation as always, and I hope you’re able to join us live for the next one.

But before we get into it, I want to tell you about Tab for a Cause. Tab for a Cause is a browser
extension that lets you raise money for charity while doing your normal - Or abnormal! - thing
online. Whenever you open a new tab, which if you’re like me is about a bazillion times per day,
you’ll see a beautiful photo and a small ad. And then part of the money raised by that ad goes
towards a charity of your choice! You can join our Tab for a Cause team by signing up at
tabforacause.org/toafn.

Also, I want to thank our Patrons on Patreon who make this show possible. You can sign up at
Patreon.com/onceandfuturenerd for lots of cool rewards including getting your questions
prioritized for our future Q&A episodes.

We said this during the stream as well, but we’re planning on one more bonus episode at some
point in November, and then we’re gonna take December off for the holidays, and then we’ll be
back on the last Sunday of January with the premiere of Book 2 Chapter 9.

With all that being said…onto the episode

Hey Christian from the future here, jumping in to tell you about Clockworks Academy.
Clockworks Academy offers online courses in all the nerdiest literature. There’s no homework
except reading and flexible time requirements. Clockworks Academy is college-level insight
without college-level cost. Our listeners can get 10% off any purchase with code futurenerd -
one word. That’s Clockworks Academy dot com, code future nerd.


